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Conflict Update # 171 

September 4th, 2022 

Conflict Assessment 

Russian losses – 49,500 (+450) soldiers killed and 148,500 injured, 2,049 (+15) enemy tanks, 4,430 (+27) armored  

combat vehicles, 1,147 (+21) artillery systems, 294 (+5) MLRS systems, 156 (+3) air defense systems, 236 (+2) 

warplanes, 206 (+1) helicopters, 853 (+2) UAVs of the operational-tactical level, 196 (+0) cruise missiles, 15 (+0) 

warships/cutters, 3,275 (+29) trucks and tankers, 76 fuel bowsers and 104 (+0) units of specialized equipment. 

Key takeaways 

Ukrainian officials directly stated that the ongoing Ukrainian counteroffensive is a methodical operation to 

intentionally degrade Russian forces and logistics in the south, rather than one aimed at immediately recapturing large 

swathes of territory. 

The Kremlin may be intensifying efforts to foster self-censorship among Russian milbloggers and war 

correspondents who are covering the war in Ukraine. 

Ukrainian military officials reported that Ukrainian forces continued positional battles along the Kherson-

Mykolaiv frontline and that Ukrainian troops are focusing on striking Russian ground lines of communication (GLOCs), 

equipment and manpower concentrations, and logistics nodes along the Southern Axis. 

Social media footage shows evidence of effective Ukrainian strikes in western and central Kherson Oblast. 

Russian mibloggers continue to claim that Ukrainian forces are fighting in western Kherson Oblast, along the 

Inhulets River, and in northern Kherson south of the Dnipropetrovsk Oblast border. 

Russian forces conducted limited ground attacks northeast and south of Bakhmut and north and southwest of 

Donetsk City. 

Ukrainian forces may be conducting localized attacks along the line of contact in Western Zaporizhia Oblast to 

disrupt ongoing Russian troop deployments. 

Russian authorities continue to generate combat power from recruitment through state-owned enterprises and 

prisons to circumvent general mobilization. 

Russian occupation authorities are increasingly struggling to provide basic services in occupied areas of 

Ukraine. 

Ukrainian counteroffensives (Ukrainian efforts to liberate Russian-occupied territories) - Ukrainian 

military officials reported that Ukrainian forces continued positional battles along the Kherson-Mykolaiv frontline. 

Ukraine’s Southern Operational Command stated that Ukrainian troops conducted positional battles and artillery 

strikes against Russian positions in unspecified areas. The Ukrainian General Staff (UGS) reported that in response to 

recent Ukrainian attacks, Russian forces have strengthened the administrative and police regime in occupied areas 

around the Dnipro River and continued shelling Ukrainian positions and conducting reconnaissance sorties. Ukrainian 

officials maintain their calls for operational silence surrounding the progress of Ukrainian attacks in the south. 
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Ukrainian military officials reiterated that Ukrainian forces are continuing to focus on striking Russian ground lines of 

communication (GLOCs), equipment concentrations, and logistics nodes. Ukraine’s Southern Operational Command 

reported that Ukrainian forces conducted over 22 airstrikes and 400 artillery missions on September 3.  

These strikes reportedly hit a command and observation post of the Russian 205th separate motorized rifle Cossack 

brigade in Snihurivka (about 60km east of Mykolaiv City near the Kherson-Mykolaiv Oblast border), a Russian pontoon 

crossing near Kozatske (about 55km east of Kherson City and across the Dnipro River from Nova Kakhovka), three 

ammunition warehouses throughout the Kherson and Beryslav districts, and two ammunition supply points in 

unspecified locations. UGS also noted that Ukrainian aircraft conducted over 40 sorties to support ground elements 

that destroyed an unspecified number of Russian command and control points, ammunition warehouses, logistical 

support systems, and areas of concentrated manpower. UGS notably posted footage of Ukrainian Bayraktar TB2s 

destroying Russian T-72 tanks in an unspecified location along the Southern Axis, which may be indicative of overall 

insufficient Russian air defense capabilities in Kherson Oblast. 

Social media footage from residents of Kherson Oblast provides visual evidence of Ukrainian strikes in western and 

central Kherson Oblast. Geolocated footage shows the aftermath of a Ukrainian strike on the “Lost World” hotel and 

sports complex in Kherson City on September 3.  

Ukrainian sources claimed that the complex belonged to the Russian-backed head of the Kherson occupation 

administration, Volodymyr Saldo. UGS noted on September 2 that the Russian company that was based in the ”Lost 

World” sports complex previously looted the property and fled to occupied Crimea.  

Elements of the Russian-backed occupation regime likely used the ”Lost World” complex as some sort of headquarters. 

Local residents additionally posted footage of the aftermath of a Ukrainian strike on a Russian ammunition depot in 

Oleshky, about 8km southeast of Kherson City across the Dnipro River. Geolocated footage also shows a destroyed 

Russian Pantsir-S1 air defense system in Oleshky. Social media footage of explosions in Nova Kakhovka (55km east of 

Kherson City) supports satellite imagery from September 2 depicting that the Nova Khakovka dam bridge has partially 

collapsed due to Ukrainian strikes. The satellite imagery shows a roughly 20m-by-9m segment of the bridge has fallen 

into the river, which has likely rendered this section of the dam bridge inoperable (see below image). 

Russian milbloggers claimed that Ukrainian forces are fighting in three distinct directions—northwest of Kherson City 

along the Kherson-Mykolaiv Oblast border; in western Kherson Oblast near the Inhulets River along the Kherson-

Mykolaiv border; and in northern Kherson Oblast south of the Dnipropetrovsk Oblast border. ISW cannot 

independently confirm whether Ukrainian forces are fighting in these areas. 
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Russian milbloggers claimed that Ukrainian troops attempted advances in the Posad Pokrovske area, about 25km 

northwest of Kherson City near the Mykolaiv Oblast border. One Russian source reported that Ukrainian troops are 

accumulating equipment in Posad Pokrovske and taking up defensive positions in Myrne and Lyubomirivka, just east of 

Posad Pokrovske.  

Another Russian source reported that Russian forces destroyed a Ukrainian armored convoy that attempted to break 

through Russian defensive lines between Oleksandrivka and Tavriiske, just west of Posad Pokrovske. Footage posted to 

social media on September 3 also indicates that Ukrainian troops may have advanced into areas near Myroliubivka, 

about 5km south of Posad Pokrovske.  

Several Russian sources also reported that Ukrainian troops attempted to advance in northern Kherson near the 

Dnipropetrovsk Oblast border around Vysokopillya, Olhyne, Petrivka, Novorontsovka, and Osokorivka. Several 

prominent Russian milbloggers amplified claims that Ukrainian forces broke through Russian defensive lines in Ternivka 

(16km northeast of Snihurivka), crossed the Inhulets River, and took control of Blahodativka. A Russian milblogger also 

claimed that Ukrainian troops retreated from 

previously captured positions in Bezimenne 

and Shchaslyve to Sukhyi Stavok, directly 

southeast of Blahodativka, and that 

Kostromka (just southeast of Sukhyi Stavok) 

remains a contested ”grey zone.” 

The Russian Ministry of Defense (MoD) 

continued to claim that Ukrainian forces have 

failed to establish positions along the 

Kherson-Mykolaiv border. They stated that 

Russian troops are continuing to inflict 

damage on Ukrainian troops and equipment 

and that Ukrainian losses are causing 

Ukrainian troops to desert in increasing 

numbers. The Russian MoD also claimed that 

Russian air defense is successful in 

intercepting Ukrainian missiles, shells, and 

attempted strikes over various areas of the 

Southern Axis. 

Russian subordinate main effort- 

Southern Kharkiv and Donetsk Oblast – 

Russian forces did not conduct any confirmed 

ground attacks along the Izyum-Slovyansk axis 

and conducted routine shelling in this area. 

Russian forces likely did not conduct any 

confirmed ground attacks toward Siversk and 

continued routine artillery strikes on the town 

and surrounding settlements.  

Russian sources claimed that Russian and 

proxy troops, including elements of the 

Luhansk People’s Republic (LNR) 4th Brigade, 
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actively attacked Siversk under the cover of air bombardments and artillery support. However, ISW cannot 

independently confirm the veracity of the claimed footage, and Russian forces have not conducted confirmed ground 

attacks toward Siversk over the last week. 

Russian forces continued ground attacks northeast and south of Bakhmut. UGS reported that Russian troops attacked 

near Vesela Dolyna (5km southeast of Bakhmut), Kodema (13km southeast of Bakhmut), and Zaitseve (8km southeast 

of Bakhmut). Russian and proxy forces continued offensive operations northeast of Bakhmut and reportedly attempted 

to advance around Soledar (10km northeast of Bakhmut). 

Russian forces conducted limited ground attacks near the northern and southwestern outskirts of Donetsk City. UGS 

reported that Russian troops attempted to advance from Novobakhmutivka (about 15km north of the outskirts of 

Donetsk City) and attacked around Avdiivka (about 10km north of the outskirts of Donetsk City).  

Russian troops, including elements of the 42nd Guards Motorized Rifle Division, reportedly conducted ground attacks in 

Marinka, directly on the southwestern outskirts of Donetsk City. Russian troops continued routine artillery strikes along 

the Avdiivka-Donetsk City frontline. 

Russian forces did not conduct any confirmed ground attacks southwest of Donetsk City or in eastern Zaporizhia Oblast 

on September 3 and continued routine 

artillery strikes in these areas. 

Supporting Effort #2- Southern Axis - 

Russian forces did not conduct any 

confirmed ground assaults along the 

frontline in Zaporizhia Oblast, west of 

Hulyaipole, and continued routine shelling 

along the line of contact. The Russian 

Defense Ministry (MoD) claimed that Russian 

forces struck a Ukrainian ammunition depot 

in Orikhiv, roughly 64km southeast of 

Zaporizhzhia City. 

Ukrainian forces are likely conducting 

localized attacks along the line of contact 

west of Hulyaipole to disrupt Russian force 

deployments. UGS reported that Ukrainian 

forces are attacking Russian forces’ positions 

via unspecified means and in unspecified 

locations along the frontline. The current 

Ukrainian policy of operational silence about 

counteroffensive actions in Kherson Oblast 

may be limiting Ukrainian reporting about 

offensive actions along the Zaporizhia Oblast 

frontline as well. A Russian source reported 

that Ukrainian forces have conducted daily 

reconnaissance-in-force operations against 

Russian positions in Nesteryanka (10km 

southwest of Orikhiv) since August 31 and 

are heavily shelling the surrounding area, but 
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ISW cannot confirm these reports. Ukrainian forces struck the Melitopol airfield again on September 3. 

The Russian MoD claimed (likely falsely) that Ukrainian forces attempted to storm the Zaporizhzhia Nuclear Power Plant 

(ZNPP) for the second time. The Russian MoD claimed that 250 Ukrainian special forces and foreign personnel 

attempted to land at positions near Enerhodar, but that Russian aviation and artillery pushed back the Ukrainian forces 

to the north bank of the Kakhovka reservoir.  

Russian sources also published an interview of a Russian soldier and pictures of a drone and warhead as evidence of 

Ukrainian attacks on the ZNPP, but such evidence is inconclusive and easily staged.  

Ukrainian forces remain unlikely to launch a tactical and unsupported attack against the ZNPP, and Russian forces are 

likely stepping up information operations to portray Ukrainian threats to the nuclear plant. Russian officials and 

milbloggers amplified claims that Ukrainian forces are preparing for chemical or biological attacks in Ukraine alongside 

the claims of Ukrainian attacks on the ZNPP.  

Russian war correspondent Rostislav Zhuravlev reported that RIA Novosti provided its journalists with gas masks a 

month prior in case of a chemical attack. The Kremlin is likely presenting these narratives of nuclear and biochemical 

provocations in southern Ukraine together to try to degrade Western trust and aid to Ukraine. 

Russian forces continued targeting rear areas in Mykolaiv Oblast on September 3. Ukrainian sources reported that 

Russian forces conducted an airstrike on a logistics warehouse in an unspecified area of Mykolaiv Oblast. The Russian 

MoD reported that Russian forces struck an ammunition depot in Voznesensk, Mykolaiv Oblast, roughly 88km 

northwest of Mykolaiv City. 

Ukraine breaks through Russian defences in Kherson counter-offensive - Ukrainian forces claimed to have 

'broken through' Russian defences amid a new counter-offensive in the Kherson region. 

The operation is aimed at pushing Russian troops back across the Dnipro river and retaking the occupied city of 

Kherson. 

Intense battles are currently raging between Ukrainian and Russian forces across almost all of the southern region, 

according to the Ukrainian presidency. 

"Powerful explosions" occurred in the Kherson region, and "almost all" of its territory is in the grip of violent clashes, 

the presidency said.  

Ukrainian forces broke through Russia's first line of defence on the outskirts of Kherson, capturing an industrial site 

reportedly being used as an army base, Ukrainian local media reported.  

Putin's new 3rd Army Corps suffers setbacks, equipment not ready - Ukraine has said that Russia's newest 

grouping reportedly on the move to the frontline in a bid bolster Moscow's war effort is months away from being 

combat ready. 

Based in Mulino, in the Nizhny Novgorod region east of Moscow, Russia's 3rd Army Corps is said to be the first big new 

formation assembled for the Ukraine war as the Kremlin tries to replace huge troop losses. 

Recent intelligence indicates the formation is moving to the front via rail lines. Conflict Intelligence Team (CIT) reported 

last month that equipment is being transported by rail to Neklynivka railway station in Russia's Rostov region, near the 

border with Ukraine's Donetsk region. 

"The issue of establishment of the 3rd Army Corps will drag on until November," he told Ukrainian Military Television, 

adding that it would take "three to four months" for Russia to train its specialists. 
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Ukraine plans 'systemic grinding' of Putin's army to take Kherson - As Ukraine seeks to regain Kherson—a city 

that Russia has occupied since the beginning of its invasion—the Ukrainian strategy involves "the systemic grinding of 

Putin's army" an adviser to Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky said. 

In an interview with The Wall Street Journal published Saturday, Oleksiy Arestovych said there is "no rush" to take back 

the city and that when it comes to targeting the Russians, the Ukrainian forces are seeking "to uncover their 

operational logistical supply system and destroy it with artillery and [HIMARS]." 

HIMARs, or High Mobility Artillery Rocket Systems, have been provided to Ukraine by the United States in recent 

months as a tool for combating Russia on the battlefield. A senior U.S. military official said this week that HIMARs have 

led to falling morale among Russian troops. 

Justin Conelli, a senior U.S. Air Force fellow at the Atlantic Council's Scowcroft Center for Strategy and Security, said in 

an interview published Thursday by the council that he expected Ukraine's strategy in Kherson to involve "operations 

aimed at further weakening Russian defenses and supply lines rather than a full-scale conventional raid to retake 

terrain." 

Conelli added that a successful operation in Ukraine "would mean Ukrainian forces achieving sustained effects in 

crippling Russia's ability to supply its forces in Kherson." 

Putin has a problem: Kherson offensive a ‘tactical surprise’ for Russia military - Russia has more problems 

to contend with in Ukraine: Britain’s Ministry of Defence described Ukraine’s Kherson offensive as a “tactical surprise” 

for the Russians in an update over the weekend. 

In an intelligence update shared on Twitter, British intelligence officials revealed how Ukraine’s advance was 

unexpected to the Russians and noted how Ukrainian troops were able to exploit Russia’s poor logistics to regain lost 

ground. 

“Since 29 August 2022, the Ukrainian Armed Forces have been conducting renewed offensive operations in the south of 

Ukraine,” the update reads. “One element of this offensive is an ongoing advance on a broad front, west of the Dnipro 

River, focusing on three axes within Russian-occupied Kherson Oblast.” 

The operation, the intelligence says, has limited immediate objectives but is proving successful as Ukrainian troops are 

“exploiting poor logistics, administration, and leadership in the Russian armed forces.” 

“The Ukrainians themselves have already said that the offensive is, in their words, a planned slow operation to grind 

the enemy, which will take time and effort,” one official said. “I don’t think we should be anticipating gigantic 

breakthroughs which completely change the picture…the signs are good at the moment.” 

A representative from the Intelligence Directorate at Ukraine’s Ministry of Defense said that Russia was using its latest 

military equipment back in February and March, and that new equipment may not be read for some time. The newly-

created Russian military units are designed to provide additional support for existing units in Ukraine but are depending 

on Soviet-era equipment until the new equipment arrives. 

Intelligence suggests that Russia will not be able to fill the ranks of these new units and provide them with the 

necessary modern equipment until the end of November, meaning Russia could be forced to maintain its defenses in 

eastern and southern Ukraine for several more months before launching new offenses of their own. 

Russia is believed to have redeployed around 20,000 troops to the western bank of the Dnipro River to hold back 

Ukrainian troops advancing into the region, but it’s unclear how long Russia can prevent the inevitable without access 

to more troops and equipment. 
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HIMARS launchers are shifting momentum in Ukraine's fight against Russia - It's been a standard, largely-

unnoticed part of the American military arsenal for decades. But when HIMARS showed up in Ukraine, it changed the 

face of battle. "This capability has given the Ukrainians the potential to completely change the momentum and the 

direction of this war," said retired Lt. Gen. Ben Hodges, former commander of the U.S. Army in Europe. 

He said HIMARS, which fires a 200-pound warhead up to 50 miles and hits within 10 feet of its intended target, has 

virtually eliminated Russia's numerical advantage. 

"You don't have to have hundreds of artillery rounds to achieve the same effect as one rocket fired from HIMARS," said 

Hodges. 

Since June, the U.S. has shipped Ukraine 16 HIMARS launchers and thousands of rockets, which defense officials say the 

Ukrainians have used to attack more than 350 Russian command posts, ammo dumps, supply depots, and other high-

value targets far back from the front lines. 

Hodges said, "HIMARS and other long-range capabilities have given the Ukrainians the ability to reach out and hit 

targets that the Russians would have thought were safe." 

Martin asked, "Why can't they just move all these command posts and ammo dumps further back from the front line 

and get them out of range?" 

"You still gotta get that ammunition to the guns, which are closer to the front," Hodges replied. "So, now you've 

increased the distance that the trucks have to move, carrying very heavy ammunition. And they've lost well over 1,000 

trucks in this campaign so far. The result is significant reduction in the amount of Russian artillery and rocket fire 

impacting on Ukrainian forces." 

Russian military train destroyed in Kherson – Reports are coming in, as yet unsubstantiated, that Ukraine has 

destroyed a full trainload of Russian tanks and artillery equipment en route to the Kherson battle field. 

Photographs accompany the reports, but official claims or reports have not yet been received. 

Putin 

Accidental defenestration and murder-suicides too common among Russian oligarchs and Putin critics? 

- After the chairman of the board of Russia's largest private oil company died in what Russian news agencies cited as an 

accidental fall from a hospital window, questions were again raised over whether suspicious deaths among Russian 

oligarchs and critics of President Vladimir Putin have become all too common to be completely coincidental. 

Initially, a statement by his company Lukoil said Ravil Maganov “passed away after a severe illness” on Thursday but did 

not give further details. 

Russian news reports later stated his body was found on the grounds of Moscow's Central Clinical Hospital, where 

Russia's political and business elite are often treated.  

Putin went to the same hospital on Friday to lay flowers beside the casket of former Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev, 

who died while receiving treatment on Tuesday. 

Maganov appeared to have fallen from a sixth-story window, the reports said. Some sources claimed he tripped and fell 

while smoking, stating a pack of cigarettes was found by the window. The news site RBK also said police were 

investigating the possibility of suicide. 
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Lukoil was one of a few Russian companies to publicly call for an end to Russia's invasion of Ukraine, calling in March 

for the “immediate cessation of the armed conflict.” 

Incidentally, Maganov was not the first Lukoil official to die under suspicious circumstances since Kremlin's full-scale 

aggression against its western neighbour began in late February. 

A former top manager Aleksandr Subbotin was found dead in the basement of a residence in a Moscow suburb in May.  

Russian news reports said the house belonged to a self-styled healer, Shaman Magua, who practiced purification rites.  

Magua testified that Subbotin came to his house under the influence of alcohol and drugs and demanded that the 

healer, whose real name is Aleksei Pindurin, performs a healing ritual for hangover symptoms. 

Investigators said the preliminary cause of Subbotin's death was determined to be heart failure. 

Yet, it is Ravil Maganov's demise that caught the attention of the press, having been the latest in a string of accidental 

self-defenestration and other suspicious deaths of those who either profited from good relations with Putin or were a 

thorn in his side -- or both. 

Anti-war oligarchs die under strange circumstances 

At least another six Russian oligarchs have died in strange circumstances almost since the outbreak of the conflict in 

Ukraine. All had in common close links to the Kremlin, immense wealth, a connection to Russian gas and an anti-war 

stance on Ukraine. 

This has raised the suspicions of international investigators, who are beginning to believe that these deaths may, in 

fact, have been staged suicides or assassinations due to their stance on the Kremlin's aggression against Ukraine or 

their links to corruption in the Russian gas company Gazprom. 

It all started in St Petersburg in the run-up to the war.  

Only a month before the outbreak of the conflict in Ukraine, a top executive of the gas company Gazprom was found 

dead in his cottage near St Petersburg.  

Leonid Shulman, 60, was found in the bathroom of the house with slashed wrists, local news reported, citing a source. 

According to the police authorities, a suicide note was allegedly found next to his body, in which he recounted his 

suffering after a leg injury -- which Gazprom claimed caused him to take a leave of absence.  

The version has been questioned after the Warsaw Institute think tank stated that Shulman, who was the head of the 

transport service at Gazprom Invest, was involved in a possible corruption case at the Russian gas giant. 

The morning after Russia invaded Ukraine on 24 February, Alexander Tyulyakov, 65, a senior executive of Gazproms's 

Corporate Security, died at his home in the same village as Shulman. According to the Russian newspaper Novaya 

Gazeta, his body was found hanged in the garage. 

The same newspaper quoted an unnamed law enforcement source as saying that Gazprom's own security unit arrived 

at the scene of the suicide at the same time as the police and was also investigating the death. 

One of two deaths that have taken place abroad is that of Mikhail Watford, who lived with his family in the UK. On 28 

February, the Ukrainian-born 66-year-old oil and gas magnate, who also built a property empire in London, was found 

dead at his home in Surrey. 

Watford's cause of death was determined as death by hanging, but his wife and children, who were at home at the 

time, were unharmed. UK authorities were treating Watford's death as unexplained, but not suspicious.  
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It later emerged that Watford, commonly referred to as Misha, had changed his surname from Tolstosheya after 

moving to the UK in early 2000.  

Murder-suicides escalate suddenly among Putin-friendly oligarchs? 

In March, the bodies of Russian billionaire Vasily Melnikov and his family were found in his luxury flat in Nizhny 

Novgorod, a city in western Russia.  

Melnikov had made his fortune working for one of the medical companies affected by Western sanctions. 

According to the Russian newspaper Kommersant, Melnikov, along with his 41-year-old wife and two young children, 

aged 10 and 4 respectively, died of stab wounds. The murder weapon was allegedly found at the scene of the crime. 

The newspaper reported that the oligarch had killed his family before committing suicide, although neighbors and 

other relatives disagreed with the official version. 

Other media have claimed that Melnikov's company, which imports medical equipment to Russia, was on the verge of 

bankruptcy due to Western sanctions imposed in retaliation for the war in Ukraine. 

The latest case has taken place in Spain, more specifically in Lloret de Mar, where Russian oligarch Sergei Protosenya, 

55, was found dead along with two other family members on 19 April. 

The former head of the gas giant Novatek, with a personal worth of €400 million, was found hanged, along with those 

of his wife and daughter, who were stabbed to death in the family villa. 

What was initially classified by the police as a double homicide followed by Protosenya's suicide was later categorically 

denied by his son. 

Several family friends have also come out in public to state that Protosenya is, in fact, the third victim of a "staged 

suicide" and that the oligarch would have been incapable of murdering his family. 

The Catalan police are still actively investigating the case. 

Just a day before the death of Protosenya and his family, the body of Russian oligarch Vladislav Avayev was found in his 

Moscow flat, along with the bodies of his wife and 13-year-old daughter. His daughter Anastasia, 26, was the one who 

discovered the crime scene. 

Russian state-owned news agency TASS quoted a source close to law enforcement as saying that preliminary evidence 

pointed to Avayev -- former advisor to Putin and former vice-president of Gazprombank -- killing his wife and daughter 

and then committing suicide. 

A pistol was found in the oligarch's hand, and the flat was locked from the inside. 

Gazprombank is Russia's third-largest bank and is associated with Gazprom, the world's largest publicly traded natural 

gas company.  

Self-defenestration the most suspicious 

Maganov's death on Thursday also follows the pattern of prominent Russians falling out of windows to their deaths. 

In October 2021, a Russian diplomat was found dead after he fell from a window of the Russian embassy in Berlin, Der 

Spiegel reported. 

The unidentified man was a second secretary at the embassy, but German intelligence sources told the newspaper they 

suspected he was an undercover officer with Russia's FSB. 
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Investigative outlet Bellingcat said it used open-source data to identify the man as Kirill Zhalo, the son of General 

Alexey Zhalo, deputy director of the FSB's Second Service, responsible for dealing with internal political threats for the 

Kremlin. 

In December of the same year, the founder of nationalist blog Sputnik and Pogrom Yegor Prosvirnin died after falling 

out of a window of a Moscow apartment building.  

Prosvirnin's naked body was found next to a knife and a gas canister after shouts and yelling were heard from his 

apartment, local media reported. 

And on 14 August, Dan Rapoport, Latvian-American investment banker and outspoken Putin critic who had just left 

Ukraine after the Russian invasion, was found dead in front of a luxury apartment building in Washington DC. 

Police say they were not treating Rapoport's death as suspicious, the Washington-based Politico reported, but the case 

remains under investigation. 

Rapoport became rich while in Moscow before falling out of favour with the Kremlin, mostly due to his support for the 

opposition leader Alexei Navalny, according to reports. 

In 2017, Rapoport's then-business partner, Sergei Tkachenko, also fell to his death from his Moscow apartment. 

During the COVID-19 pandemic, at least four health care workers have fallen out of windows in Russia, with only one 

surviving despite grave injuries. 

At least three incidents of doctors self-defenestrating from hospital windows took place over a two-week period 

between April and May 2020, with media reports claiming they had protested working conditions during the worst 

wave of infections in the country prior to the incidents. 

In December 2020, a top Russian scientist developing a novel COVID-19 vaccine, Alexander Kagansky, was found dead 

after falling from his high-rise apartment in St Petersburg. 

According to Russian outlets, police claimed Kagansky stabbed himself and then jumped to his death. (euronews.com). 

We have reported previously on the never-ending death pattern of Russian oligarchs and senior industrial magnates. 

Anyone arguing against the Russian invasion or viewed as being unambiguously behind Putin somehow seems to fall 

out of a window or commit suicide – with his wife and children. 

Putin’s unrelenting war against naysayers or vocal critics has been ongoing for years, in countries both at home and 

foreign.  

Impact 

Daughter of pro-Putin senator, 25, flees into exile telling how her father branded her a 'traitor' and 

'enemy of the people' and 'criminal' for opposing war in Ukraine - The daughter of a strongly pro-Putin 

senator in Russia has fled abroad fearing persecution and jail after he branded her a 'traitor' for opposing the war in 

Ukraine. 

Diana Isakova, 25, posted flyers against the conflict which led to her arrest and interrogation by the feared FSB secret 

service. Her father Eduard Isakov, 48, reacted with fury, having previously warned her not to criticize Putin or the 

authorities on social media. 
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Containment 

HIMARS: The rocket 

weapon creating chaos for 

Russia In Ukraine - The M142 

High Mobility Artillery Rocket 

System (HIMARS) is just what 

the name suggests: a mobile 

rocket launcher. Relatively 

lightweight, the system is 

capable of launching multiple 

rockets from its mounting on 

the back of a standard U.S. 

Army M1140 truck frame. The 

system carries a pod that can be 

equipped with six 227mm 

GMLRS rockets, or alternatively, 

with one 610mm ATACMS missile.  

The HIMARS is “protecting our soldiers with combat proven reliability,” Lockheed Martin, the systems designer, said on 

its website. “Adversaries around the globe are becoming more sophisticated. To protect soldiers, citizens and 

infrastructure, our customers require the most advanced tactical missile capabilities. The Lockheed Martin High 

Mobility Artillery Rocket System is a strategic capability, improving homeland and important asset defense while 

reducing overall mission costs.” 

Multiple Rocket System on Wheels 

The HIMARS is essentially a M270 Multiple Launch Rocket System (MLRS) on wheels. Employing a shoot-and-scoot 

capability, the system enhances the crew’s ability to survive in a combat zone. “HIMARS can emplace,  fire, relocate and 

conduct reload in a matter of minutes,” Lockheed Martin said, “dramatically reducing an adversary’s ability to locate 

and target HIMARS.” 

The HIMARS pod is actually identical to the MLRS pod. Developed in the 1990s, the HIMARS first saw action in the 

Middle East, where the U.S. was embroiled in two decades of conflict. The HIMARS made headlines in 2010 when an 

HIMARS launched rocket killed 12 civilians in Afghanistan during Operation Moshtarak. Use of the HIMARS was 

suspended while an investigation was conducted. 

The HIMARS is highly transportable and deployable just about anywhere. The entire system, truck and all, can 

conveniently be loaded into the back of a C-130 Hercules at which point the system can then be flown in, even to 

remote airfields. The HIMARS saw heavy action in Iraq against ISIS; in 2015, the U.S. Army reported that it had fired 

over 400 HIMARS rockets at ISIS. 

ATACMS: The weapon Ukraine could hit Russia with from 186 miles away - What difference will US ATACMS 

in Ukraine make? Are they already there? – The HIMARS missile system given to Ukraine in military aid packages by the 

United States has been used very effectively since its first appearance on the battlefield. As 19fortyfive reported earlier, 
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US Army General Mark Hertling (ret) said that the HIMARS system had been a “game changer” against the Russian 

forces in the invasion of Ukraine.  

However, Kyiv has asked for the Army Tactical Missile System (ATACMS), which has a range of about 186 miles.  

But thus far, Washington has declined this request. “We don’t want to take steps that widen the conflict, and so some 

of the assurances that we’ve asked for in the context of these particular systems are mindful of that, of not wanting 

these systems to be used to attack Russian territory,” Colin Kahl, US undersecretary of defense said. 

“We have provided them with hundreds and hundreds of these precision-guided systems, and the Ukrainians have 

been using them to extraordinary effect on the battlefield,” Kahl said. 

“It’s our assessment that the most relevant munitions for the current fight are the GMLRS. We have prioritized getting 

the Ukrainians the GMLRS they need, not only to hold in the east but may generate some momentum elsewhere in the 

country. 

The ATACMS performs the mission of giving the US military a weapon between conventional artillery, GMLRS missiles, 

and long-range ballistic and cruise missiles. While listed as a ballistic missile, that isn’t entirely accurate. 

Although it travels on a ballistic arc, the ATACMS, on its downward trajectory, performs a series of rapid moves, turns, 

and course corrections that make it hard to track and harder to intercept. 

Recent events in Crimea have resulted in conflicting storylines by the Ukraine Defense Ministry. When the Saki airfield 

was heavily damaged, with at least nine aircraft destroyed, which was half the combat aircraft of the Black Sea Fleet’s 

43rd Independent Naval Attack Aviation Regiment, a Ukrainian official said that a “device exclusively of Ukrainian 

manufacture was used,” leading many to believe it was a drone or perhaps a US Harpoon anti-ship missile. 

Later, Ukrainian Defense Secretary Oleksii Reznikov said to the Washington Post that the attacks in Crimea resulted 

from a cadre of saboteurs, a “resistance force,” that were trained and led by Ukrainian Special Forces, targeting 

ammunition depots, fuel warehouses, and Russian command centers.  

But several US special operators were convinced that this wasn’t sabotage, citing the size of the craters would require 

500 pounds of C4 explosives. Many believe, and it has already been rumored, that the Ukrainians have already taken 

possession of ATACMS.  

Although Washington has declined to send ATACMS to Ukraine, many of the US allies have them. Among the known 

operators of the ATACMS are Australia, Bahrain, Greece, Poland, Romania, South Korea, Taiwan, Turkey, the United 

Arab Emirates, and the USA. One of our allies, thorough covertly or clandestine US military aid, could have given the 

Ukrainians some of the missiles. 

The operations in Crimea with the Saki airfield and the ammunition depot are prime examples of taking out important 

Russian targets far behind the front lines without resorting to hitting targets inside Russia. Washington refers to Crimea 

as still part of Ukraine.  

Major Russian command and control centers that are beyond the range of GMLRS could then be targeted. And Russian 

naval vessels of the Black Sea Fleet at anchor in Sevastopol would then be in range.  

ATACMS could aid the survivability of the Ukrainian Air Force pilots by targeting Russian air defense batteries and 

parked aircraft. And as we’ve already seen in Kherson, with the GMLRS weapons, they could target and destroy major 

bridges that the Russians use in resupply operations. 

Russia threatens further action if ATACMS are used - In an interview, Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov 

stated that the territorial scope of Russia’s “special military operation” would expand if Ukraine received long-range 
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weapons from the West. Lavrov highlighted the West’s provision of HIMARS artillery to Ukraine as a cause for this 

expansion. Lavrov’s assertation that if Ukraine got the ATACMS, this would necessitate Russia to expand the scope of its 

invasion. 

Germany pledges €200 million in new aid - The new financial aid package is aimed at assisting programs for 

internally displaced people. Ukraine's president has warned that Russia is waging an energy war on Europe.  

German Development Minister Svenja Schulze told local media the government will provide Ukraine with €200 million 

($199 million) for aid programs assisting internally displaced people. 

"The bulk of our new aid, €200 million, is to go to a program run by the Ukrainian government to support internally 

displaced persons," Schulze told the Funke Media group on Sunday. 

"The money is intended to help ensure that the displaced people in Ukraine can continue to provide themselves with 

the most basic necessities," she added. 

GeoMilitary 

Russia warns Moldova over Transnistria troops - Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov has warned Moldova 

not to endanger its troops in Transnistria or risk an attack. Russian forces have been stationed in the breakaway region 

in the country's east since the 1990s. 

Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov this week warned Moldova not to endanger Russian troops stationed in 

Transnistria, a pro-Russian breakaway region in the country's east, saying doing so could spark military confrontation. 

In a television interview with a Russia station this Thursday, Lavrov said "any action that would threaten the security of 

our troops would be considered under international law as an attack on Russia." 

Several hours earlier, Lavrov had accused Moldova's pro-European President Sandu of blocking talks to resolve the 

Transnistria conflict. "Transnistria and Russia support direct dialogue but judging by statements made by President 

Sandu and her team, they do not want such dialogue, as they are being directed by the US and EU to reject talks," 

Lavrov said. "Apparently, they are seeking a non-diplomatic solution to the Transnistria problem." 

Several days earlier, Transnistria's separatist leader Vadim Krasnoselsky had sent a letter to President Sandu requesting 

talks over a peaceful political solution to the Transnistria conflict. Moldova, however, only communicates with 

Transnistria's pro-Russian breakaway government through its bureau of reintegration, a governmental body headed by 

Moldovan Deputy Prime Minister Oleg Serebrian. 

In the television interview, Lavrov also said Russia would defend Russian speakers in Moldova, reminding viewers that 

apart from Transnistria, the region of Gagauzia was also seeking special recognition in the country. He said he hoped 

"Moldova’s leadership would end the Western-dictated geopolitical games and instead think about the interests of the 

people, living side by side." In July this year, Lavrov already accused Moldova of working to "annul everything Russian, 

just like in Ukraine." 

That same month, Moldova and Ukraine were granted EU candidate status. 

Moldova's firm stance 

Moldova's bureau of reintegration was quick to respond to Lavrov's comments. In a public statement, it said the 

country was committed to a peaceful resolution of the Transnistria conflict. 
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This, it added, entails "identifying a sustainable and comprehensive solution that respects the unified, sovereign and 

indivisible character of Moldova." It further said that such a solution would aim to consolidate Moldovan statehood, 

restore its territorial integrity and complete reforms throughout the country. 


